
F BI “Counterattack” Notes 

p. 1 Do! want to expand on (in text or note) how the NY Times edition made 

inexpensive conditioned the public to the politically acceptable version of Dallas. . 

. See Clay on this. .... 

p. 2 Gale report business ...Where is this laid out in BOT? Also check with 

Douglass on Gheesling and removal of LHO from “Alert list”. . . or whatever it was 

called. Also check with DiEugenio’s 10-part on Bugliosi. . . . 

Note: | may want to curtail much of what | have dealing with Hosty and Hoover’s 

decision to discipline him . . . It was a logical extension from Hosty treatment in 

BOT but may not be useful in this new MS chapter. 

Pick up on p. 22 at bottom of the page. 

What needs thought: How, if at all, do | get into the Hosty note,etc It is covered 

in BOT in detail . . . .| might simply just rewrite in broad outline in a extended 

footnote with reference to the BOT chapter for those interested in more detail. 

p. 25 Extra Space. ... Make the point here that relations between WC (Rankin) 

and the FBI and Hoover moved from very cordial at the start to strained relations 

before the WC Report was made public. 

This could be the spot for Hoover’s annoyance and then emerging hostility and 

distrust of the Commission and how this was expressed in his deteriorating 

relations with Rankin and Rankin’s efforts to mollify the director that never 

worked. . . (This material found in the documents in the folder not yet identified. ) 

Examples may suffice. . . or more coverage if the documents so demand. 

PP 27ff | concentrate on Redlich and the FBI and radical Right in America tried to 

destroy him... ~


